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Hidden Histories of the Dead

In this discipline-redefining book, Elizabeth T. Hurren maps the post-mortem

journeys of bodies, body parts, organs and brains, inside the secretive culture

of modern British medical research after WWII as the bodies of the deceased

were harvested as bio-commons. Often the human stories behind these bodies

were dissected, discarded or destroyed in death.Hidden Histories of the Dead

recovers human faces and supply-lines in the archives that medical science

neglected to acknowledge. It investigates the medical ethics of organ dona-

tion, the legal ambiguities of a lack of fully informed consent and the shifting

boundaries of life and re-defining of medical death in a biotechnological era.

Hurren reveals the implicit, explicit and missed body disputes that

took second place to the economics of the national and international com-

modification of human material in global medical sciences of the Genome era.

This title is also available as open access.
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Ethical Note

This book complies with the Data Protection Act (1988) and recent GDPR

(2018) in the UK. Anonymous names feature throughout the chapters. Each

dissection case was given a unique identifier, known only to the author for

ethical reasons. The new data is based on anatomical case material collected in

the archives from 1945 to 2000. It is therefore beyond the one-hundred-year

rule that historians often work with. All named cases have a unique set of

letters. Each alphabetical description does not relate to the original names in the

case files. This is to ensure that should there be any living relatives of the dead,

their family name is not revealed. Sometimes, aspects of people’s personal

backgrounds are additionally disguised to ensure privacy is not breached.

Those names that are cited in full, as per the original files, have come from

primary research material already in the public domain. These are often

newspaper reports and media interviews where relatives chose to speak openly.

They are set out in the footnotes. At all times, the author has sought to maintain

confidentiality. Over a three-year period of research, extensive record linkage

work checked each case file’s circumstances carefully. Anatomy records have

therefore only been summarised and general statistics produced. If

a representative case is cited, it has always been de-identified in such a way

that it would be difficult to re-identify it. The author has tried to ensure that

there are not any discrepancies or errors. If any have inadvertently arisen, then

do please contact them on – eh140@le.ac.uk
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